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replacing dddl: all key-values and diagnostic data for dddl are stored in the engine’s serial number memory. when the engine is being reprogrammed the original engine software can be removed, and the new
software installed without overwriting the engine’s serial number memory. the new software can include a new diagnostic link key-value store and can be written to the engine’s new serial number memory (until it is
reprogrammed again). upgrading from dddl: the serial number memory is a form of “read only” memory. if the engine is re-programmed with a new software and the new software serial number stores in the engine’s

serial number memory, then the serial number data will be overwritten. in order to upgrade an engine from one version of diagnosticlink to another, the engine’s serial number must be removed, the old software
version must be uninstalled and replaced with the new software version, and the new software serial number must be written into the engine’s serial number memory. this process must be done on all engines that are

to be upgraded to the new software version. installation instructions: the standard edition of diagnosticlink is installed by double-clicking on the dl-edition.exe. upon completion of the installation, the application will
be in the start menu under diagnosticlink. the professional edition of diagnosticlink must be installed by running the dl-edition-install.exe application. database file locations: the database file is stored in the

c:\ddl\data\dddl\data.dat file. the diagnostic link key-values are stored in the c:\ddl\data\dddl\link. the database file and the key-values file can be copied to a new location. the diagnostic link can be installed to a
different folder and database and key-values files can be copied to a new location. this may be required when upgrading or updating an engine.
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